
 

 

 

 

Uninsured Service Fees  

PROFESSIONAL INTERPRETATION FOR CHIROPRACTOR REFERRALS  

SPINE AND PELVIS   

Cervical Spine  two - six or more views $11.00 - $16.00 

Thoracic Spine  two - three or more views $11.00 - $14.00 

Lumbar / Lumbosacral Spine two - six or more views $11.00 - $16.00 

Entire Spine (scoliosis series)  two - four or more views $16.00 - $26.00 

Sacrum and/or Coccyx  two - three or more views $9.00 - $14.00 

Sacro-Iliac Joints  three  views $13.00  

Pelvis and/or Hip(s)  one - three or more views $9.00- $13.00 

UPPER EXTREMITIES   

Clavicle two - three or more views $9.00  - $11.00 

Acromioclavicular joints (bil) two - three or more views   $13.00 - $16.00 

Sternoclavicular joints (bil) two - four or more views $11.00 - $16.00 

Shoulder   two - three or more views $11.00 - $14.00 

Scapula  two - three or more views $11.00 - $14.00 

Humerus  two - three or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Elbow  two - five or more views $9.00 - $16.00 

Forearm   two - three or more views $9.00 - $13.00 

Wrist  two - four or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Hand  two - four or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Wrist and Hand  two - four or more views $16.00 - $21.00 

Finger or thumb  two - three or more views $7.00 - $9.00 

LOWER EXTREMITIES   

Hip (unilateral)   two or more views $11.00 

Femur   two - three or more views $9.00 - $12.00 

Knee   two - five or more views $9.00 - $16.00 

Tibia and Fibula  two - three or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Ankle  two - four or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Calcaneus  two - three or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Foot  two - four or more views $9.00 - $11.00 

Toe two - three or more views $7.00 - $11.00 

CHEST AND ABDOMEN   

Ribs (incl CXR 1v or 2v) two or more views $11.00 - $58.00 

Sternum two or more views $11.00 
                                                                                                                                                    *Increased fees effective May 1, 2024 

 


